KELOWNA
SHOWTIME

Wednesday May 16, 4pm & 7pm

A Fantastic Woman
Chile
(SPANISH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES)
A Fantastic Woman is the story
of Marina, a waitress and singer.
Marina is first seen on a romantic
dinner date with the much older
and clearly wealthier Orlando.
The two are planning for their
future. They drink, dine and dance,
stumble home, make love.
When Orlando suddenly falls ill,
Marina’s troubles begin. She is
treated with suspicion by hospital
staff. She is referred to as “he”
because her ID has not been
changed to reflect her gender
identity. The police arrive to
question her about bruises found
on Orlando’s body and there is
suspicion of foul play.
Marina is instantly thrust out of
the warm circle of belonging which

RATED

105 min

PG

Orlando represented for her. She
is forbidden to come to the wake
or funeral. All Marina wants to do
is to say goodbye to Orlando and
to grieve publicly. She is not just
treated as a second-class citizen,
she is treated like she is not a
person at all. Once again, Marina
battles the very same forces that
she has spent a lifetime fighting in
order to become the person she is
now - a complex, strong, forthright
and fantastic woman.
A Fantastic Woman, Best Foreign
Language Film winner at this year’s
Oscars!
“Fantastic is one word for it,
another would be outstanding.”

Adam Graham

The Detroit News
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The Party
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The Death of Stalin
Foxtrot
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A Fantastic Woman

THE

KELOWNA FILM SOCIETY

Tickets:
Single - $7.00
5 film pass - $35.00 (avoid line-ups)

Tickets and passes at the door, no advance tickets.

Cash or Cheque Only • NO DEBIT ACCEPTED

KELOWNA FILM SOCIETY

Spring brings you a variety of films for entertainment and perhaps a
widening of your knowledge of the world around.
It’s time once again for us to receive applications for
KFS scholarships and bursaries. Details can be found on our
webpage kelownafilm.com
The green/yellow KFS membership cards expire at the end of the
Spring Session. The new blue/red cards valid from now until May,
2019 are on sale – same price, one dollar! To save a line up in
September, come out and get your new card, after you have secured
your seat for tonight’s film
As members you are entitled to have a say in the running of KFS so
why not attend the upcoming AGM, learn about ‘behind the scenes’
organisation, hear what is planned and contribute ideas. The AGM
will be held on 13th June at 7.30pm at the Parkinson Seniors’ centre
(upstairs).

A big thank-you to all the volunteers who make the films possible!
As well, thanks to you, our loyal audience.
For concerns about ratings, please consult:
http://www.consumerprotectionbc.ca/consumers-film-and-videohomepage/recent-films
Kelowna Film Society
PO Box 22132 Capri Centre, Kelowna, BC V1Y 9H9
www.kelownafilm.com
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SINGLE TICKETS & 5 FILM PASSES AVAILABLE AT THE DOOR

Wednesday April 4, 4pm & 7pm

Wednesday April 11, 4pm & 7pm

Wednesday April 18, 4pm & 7pm

The Party

Meditation Park

The Insult

UK
(ENGLISH)
Ever unpredictable, writer-director
Sally Potter returns with The Party,
a darkly amusing black-and-white
parlour piece which gives the gifted
cast their moment to shine, as they
put the boot to middle-class mores.
Janet (Kristin Scott-Thomas) is
hosting an intimate gathering
of acid-tongued, comically
contemptible guests in her London
home to celebrate her long-awaited
prestigious post as a Shadow
Minister for Health and, hopefully,
the stepping stone to party
leadership. In this select intimate
soiree, apart from Bill – Janet’s selfdenying academic husband, there’s
April, the sourly cynical American
best friend and her unlikely German
husband, Gottfried, who are happy

RATED

71 min

PG

to parade how dysfunctional their
romantic relationship is. There’s
also Jinny and Martha, a lesbian
couple trying to have kids and
finally, Tom, a twitchy, coked-up
finance guy who, for some reason,
has a gun hidden under his suit
jacket. Inevitably, before dinner
is served, the upbeat ambience
will shatter to pieces as festering
secrets will start surfacing in
this perfect domestic war-zone.
Undoubtedly, after this night, things
will never be the same again!
“Potter’s comic dissection of the
London’s intelligentsia’s personal
and political angst is completely of
the moment.”

Kate Taylor

The Globe and Mail

Canada

RATED

(ENGLISH, CANTONESE, MANDARIN W/ SUBTITLES)94 min
What does a person do when they
discover their spouse is having
an affair? If you are Maria in
Meditation Park you start reconsidering your life in a radically
different light. Previously she was
content as the dutiful wife of a man
she revered who preferred her to
stay home taking no part in the
world around them. But no more!
Maria embarks on a journey of self
discovery by slowing engaging
in what she finds outside her
door. Seeking some semblance of
independence, while contemplating
a way to confront her husband,
she befriends a group of local
eccentrics, looks for work, takes up
Tai Chi and learns to ride a bicycle.

G

Set in Vancouver’s Chinatown,
Meditation Park is culturally
universal. It addresses the trauma
and isolation first generation
immigrants experience, as well as
the challenges faced by the second
generation in their relationships
with their parents.
The incomparable Sandra Oh plays
Maria’s daughter to strong affect
with a balance of humour and
warmth. You will be captivated!

France/Lebanon

RATED

14A

(ARABIC WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

113 min

Death, taxes and the Middle East
conflict. Perhaps only one of
these is solvable and Ziad Doueri’s
insightful film is a fabulous place to
start working the equation.

men must be men, and women must
frequently pay the price.

In Beirut, still scarred by a
decade and half of civil war, a
Christian mechanic and a refugee
Palestinian engineer come into
conflict. An insult is thrown in a
culture where words have fangs
and their bite can be unfathomably
and never-endingly bitter. The
taunt “May God curse your
moustache” might amuse us but
in these quarters it can release
the dogs of war. In The Insult, the
words are more earthy but equally
inflammatory and Doueri takes a
sympathetic look at a world where

If you haven’t patience for the
thousand year working out of this
problem, The Insult, with its strong
cast, very human backstories, and
atmospheric locations, may be your
path to some Middle East insight.
“…the accomplishments of The
Insult place Doueiri in the company
of such masters of politicized
suspense as Costa-Gavras and
Ashghar Farhadi.”

Geoffrey Cheshire
RogerEbert.com

Wednesday April 25, 4pm & 7pm

Wednesday May 2, 4pm & 7pm

Wednesday May 9, 4pm & 7pm

The Death of Stalin

Foxtrot

C’est La Vie (Le Sens de la Fête)

UK/Canada/France/Belgium
(ENGLISH)
106 min
Director Armando Iannucci is an
acknowledged master of black
comedy (VEEP, In The Loop, The
Thick of It) but his The Death Of
Stalin really exemplifies the power
of satire in a world increasingly
defined and deformed by the
outrageous and the outlandish.
When Stalin, who tied with Mao
as the world’s most accomplished
national undertaker, finally departs
the scene, paranoia and panic
grip his Politburo underlings. They
scramble to maintain order, regain
and retain some personal dignity,
see off competitors, and plot to
seize power.
Iannucci allowed his performers
wide improvisational latitude

RATED

14A

Israel

RATED

14A

(HEBREW WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

114 min

opening scene, when the death is
announced, to a surreal second
act set at the desert roadblock,
where a camel occasionally
wanders through, Foxtrot is an
admirably precise yet dreamlike
film, probing the trap in which
contemporary Israel finds itself.

If the reality programme currently
masquerading as the US
government, has you hanging your
head, The Death Of Stalin may give
you some hope for the future!

Foxtrot delivers a strong
sociopolitical statement in a
highly metaphorical drama that
grapples with the impasse of
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
The film begins with soldiers
delivering the news to parents
Dafna and Michael that their
son has been killed in the line
of duty. The mother has to be
chemically subdued while the
father is handed a watch that
will beep every hour, so that he
can remember to keep drinking
glasses of water.

Since the film is currently banned
in Russia, you can attend in support
of the values of democracy.
Alternatively, comrade, just come
for the laughs.

The second part of the film depicts
what happened to their son
Jonathan who was at a completely
desolate checkpoint somewhere
in the desert. From its startling

and Simon Russel Beale as the
dreaded secret police chief Beria,
Steve Buscemi as Khrushchev,
and Michael Palin as the famously
wooden Molotov don’t disappoint.
Most delicious of all is Jason
Isaacs’ bemedalled Marshal
Zhukov, complete with a North
Country British accent.

“…his overall message of a
world that is forgetting how to
look beyond its own borders is
powerful. Watching Foxtrot, it’s not
too surprising that it caused such
a stir in its home country – this is
a film to see, discuss, and ponder
for weeks.”

The Atlantic

David Sims

France

RATED

PG

(FRENCH WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

117 min

The original title was “Le sens de
la fête,” which means “the art of
party.” This heartwarming French
comedy follows the preparation
of the last gig of a retiring
wedding planner, Max, whose
motto is “we need to adapt.”

behind each off-beat character.
For the viewer, it is just like
seeing the backstage action
of this big day and witnessing
glimpses of vulnerability of the
makers of this magic.

What was supposed to be a
relaxed, routine, Château-set
wedding, takes an unexpected
twist when everything that can
go wrong – food, photography,
lighting, music, last minute
requests – does go wrong.
Set in a beautiful 17th Century
castle, the film is crisp and
tender, with sharp dialogues
moving the comedic plot forward,
but also unveiling the drama

“This is an expertly assembled,
tartly played and hugely enjoyable
romp”

The Hollywood Reporter

